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Personal Voice Activity Detection
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Abstract
This work aims to implement, test, and evaluate a speaker-conditioned voice activity detection
method proposed by [1], originally called ”Personal VAD”. The method builds upon an LSTM based
approach to voice activity detection and its purpose is to introduce a system that can reliably detect
speech of a target speaker, while retaining the typical characteristics of a VAD system, mainly in
terms of small model size, low latency, and low necessary computational resources. The system is
trained to distinguish between three classes: non-speech, target speaker speech, and non-target
speaker speech. For this purpose, the method utilizes speaker embeddings as a part of the input
feature vector to represent the target speaker. Some of the more heavyweight personal VAD
variants also make use of speaker verification scores issued to each frame based on the target
embedding, resulting in a more robust system. In addition to the one scoring method presented in
the original paper, two other scoring approaches are introduced, both outperforming the baseline
method and improving the system’s performance even for acoustically challenging conditions.
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The method proposed by [1] aims to address this
problem by expanding the classification capabilities of
Many of today’s personal devices such as mobile phones,
an LSTM-based voice activity detection (VAD) model,
tablets, etc., offer some voice command features to the
without necessarily increasing the resource demand.
user, most often in the form of a virtual personal asThe system is trained to distinguish not only between
sistant. To process the user’s requests and commands,
speech and non-speech audio frames but also to detect
a speech recognition system is needed to process the
and identify speech frames belonging to a particular
incoming audio data and pass the transcribed speech
target speaker. This method (originally called “Perto other components of the system.
sonal VAD”) is proposed to be a potential replacement
These systems are however often quite complex of the mentioned keyword detection systems, by only
and demanding in terms of computational resources. allowing the device owner’s spoken voice commands
For personal devices such as mobile phones, where to trigger the speech recognition system.
CPU time, memory, and especially battery life are limited, this can be a significant limitation if one wishes
Such an approach has multiple advantages, one
to run on-device speech recognition.
being that most speech recognition systems have to
This problem can be addressed by simply trigger- use a voice activity detection component anyway. Typing such components only when necessary – meaning ically, it is used as a pre-processing/gating module that
only when the user is talking to the device. This is of- is responsible for filtering out the non-speech frames
ten realized by introducing a keyword detection model, of the incoming audio data in order to help the more
however, in some applications and scenarios the users complex and resource-heavy downstream components
might benefit from a more seamless experience with- achieve better accuracy. Additionally, by discarding
out the necessity of using a special keyword to trigger non-speech audio frames, the overall computation time
the system.
and power consumption of the whole system can be

1. Introduction

greatly reduced.
In order to use the personal VAD approach for
on-device speech recognition scenarios, it would be
desirable for it to retain some of the characteristics of
a typical VAD system:
• A lightweight, accurate model with minimal latency and minimum computational resource requirements, so that battery life can be saved.
• A model that is able to operate accurately in
acoustically challenging environments, including noisy and reverberant conditions.
Additionally, as we are dealing with an online
classification scenario (and to minimize latency), it
would be best if the resulting system could operate as
a streaming model. This is why using a VAD architecture based on LSTM networks might be desirable.
LSTM-based VAD architectures have become increasingly popular for sequential modeling of the VAD task,
all that while showing state-of-the-art performance
even in acoustically challenging conditions [2].
An LSTM-based model architecture is a good fit
for the presented personal VAD task for multiple reasons:
• Recurrent neural networks have the implicit ability to work with temporal contexts in the input
features.
• If trained accordingly, LSTM networks have the
ability to process sequences of arbitrary length.
This makes them suitable for online inference
scenarios.
• LSTM-based models have shown state-of-theart performance even for complex tasks such as
speaker verification [3].
Now, not all methods presented in this work do
meet the lightweight criteria for the system. That being
said, some of the more heavy-weight solutions offer
better performance and accuracy, so it is still worth
exploring those particular approaches, as they might
prove useful in situations, where the resource limits
aren’t as strict.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner: section 2 describes the approach taken
to adapting the baseline VAD model to be able to detect a target speaker’s speech and section 3 provides
an overview of the proposed personal VAD model
architectures, explaining their parameters, pros, and
cons. Section 4 describes how the training and testing datasets were obtained and which measures were
taken to ensure the robustness of the final systems.
Lastly, section 5 describes the experiments performed

using the trained models and discusses potential performance improvements achieved by altering the method
of issuing speaker verification scores to each audio
frame.

2. Detecting a target speaker’s speech
To build a system, that will be able to reliably detect
a target speaker’s speech, it is first necessary to decide
upon the strategy used to implement such a system.
Many state-of-the-art speaker recognition and diarization systems [3, 4] would suffice for this task
(especially in terms of accuracy), however, there are
some drawbacks.
First of all, typical diarization systems are designed to establish boundaries between all present
speakers. Therefore, a lot of effort has to go towards
determining the number of speakers in the recording,
including extracting their representations, clustering,
and then segmenting the original recording based on
the calculated boundaries. For one target speaker, all
this is unnecessary, as one can simply have the representation of the target speaker available beforehand
and the system does not need to distinguish between
all the non-target speakers.
Second of all, most RNN-based VAD systems can
easily be used as streaming models, producing a VAD
probability on the arrival of each individual frame. On
the other hand, speaker diarization systems often have
to work in a window-based, segment-based manner,
sometimes requiring the full utterance before beginning the diarization process.
This is why adapting a simple VAD model to detect
speech frames of a target speaker can be useful for
some scenarios. For example the previously mentioned
on-device speech recognition, or general online speech
processing situations, where there’s only one target.
To perform such adaptation, the system can be
trained to draw its attention towards the target speaker
by providing their representation along with the acoustic features. This would be done most often in the form
of a speaker embedding (i-vectors [5], d-vectors [3])
obtained previously during the enrollment process.
Speaker representations are often obtained from
systems much more complex than a typical VAD, so
effectively, the aim is to teach the VAD to ”distill”
some knowledge from these abstract representations
and identify the target speaker based on their acoustic
”profile”.
Similar approaches have previously been adopted
also in the domains of speech recognition [6], speech
extraction [7, 8] and then consequently also in diarization [9].

2.1 Speaker verification method overview
Even though the previously cited methods mostly use
i-vectors as their speaker embedding type of choice,
the Personal VAD paper proposes the use of d-vectors.
The speaker verification system used to extract the
d-vector embeddings was introduced in [3].
This text-independent speaker verification system
is based on a three-layer LSTM neural network architecture and trained to produce one representative
256-dimensional speaker embedding for a sliding window of a fixed size, typically around 160 frames.
These embeddings are by default extracted from
the hidden state activations of the last LSTM layer of
the network – right after processing the last frame of
the current window – and L2 normalized. Then, to
produce a baseline speaker embedding, these windowlevel d-vectors are averaged over the whole enrollment
utterance as shown in Fig. 1.
To measure the similarity between two embedding
vectors, cosine similarity can be used:
similarity =

A·B
,
kAk · kBk

where A and B are the two embedding vectors respectively. This score can be interpreted as the speaker
verification score for the two embedding vectors.
The reason, why d-vectors are used rather than
i-vectors is that some of the Personal VAD architecture
variants require continuous frame-level embedding extraction in order to issue a speaker verification score
to each particular frame. This can be achieved by
changing the original window-level inference of the
d-vector extractor to continuously produce embedding
vectors for each individual frame. In other words, the
system’s inference is changed from sequence-to-vector
to sequence-to-sequence, while also refraining from
limiting the sequences in terms of length. The system
of course might not perform optimally, as it was originally trained for window-level inference, as shown in
Fig. 1. However, the conducted experiments in section
5 indicate that this approach can be adapted without
degrading the quality of the extracted scores too significantly. Section 5.2 then explores two other frame
scoring methods, where the default window-level embedding inference is used.
The speaker verification system implementation
used in this work is called ”Resemblyzer”1 and is
freely available on Github as a community implementation of [3].

1 https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer

Figure 1. Window-level d-vector extraction. Diagram

taken from [3].

3. System architecture
The Personal VAD system has two main components.
The first and main part is the LSTM-based VAD model,
which will be trained to classify the input speech
frames into the three previously mentioned categories:
non-speech (ns), target speaker speech (tss), and
non-target speaker speech (ntss).
The second part is a speaker verification system
trained to produce speaker embeddings for the input
audio. Those will be used either to train the resulting
system to recognize the target speaker given the acoustic features and their embedding vector, or to provide
a method of assigning a speaker verification score to
each individual frame.
In the following sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, four
different Personal VAD architectures are described,
each using a different set of input features. All four
architectures share the same neural network basis: a
2-layer LSTM network with 64 cells, followed by one
fully connected layer of 64 neurons. The input and
output layer dimensions vary depending on the particular architecture variant. All model variants also
use the same acoustic features: 40-dimensional log
mel-filterbank features of 25ms width and 10ms step.
3.1 System 1: Score combination (SC)
The baseline architecture for the personal VAD task
consists of a classical VAD model, which takes the 40dimensional acoustic features features as input and produces speech probability pts for each incoming frame
xt at each time step: pts = fVAD (xt ). Each individual
frame is also passed through the speaker verification
model and a d-vector embedding et is obtained for that
frame. This d-vector is then compared with the target
speaker embedding etarget using cosine similarity, thus
obtaining a speaker verification score for each frame:
st = cos(et , etarget ).
The obtained score is then combined with the
speech probability ps to produce unnormalized per-

sonal VAD probabilities ztk for each class k:

 st · pts
for k = tss,
k
(1 − st ) · pts for k = ntss,
zt =
 1 − ps
for k = ns,
t

(1)

It should be noted that due to some specific implementation decisions made in the d-vector extractor that
was used in the experiments, the resulting d-vectors are
limited to positive values in all dimensions. Therefore,
the resulting cosine similarity scores will always lie in
the < 0, 1 > interval.
It is apparent, that this approach represents a very
naive solution to the problem. However, to keep consistency with the experiments presented in the original
paper, experiments with the SC system were conducted
nonetheless.
It would most likely be better to simply treat this
system as a twofold classification problem. First, the
input frames would be classified as speech or nonspeech. Afterward, the speech frames would be classified as either tss or ntss based on the cosine similarity score value, for example using a simple logistic
regression classifier. The next architecture presented
in Section 3.2 is intuitively supposed to perform the
same task, just without the necessity of training another classifier.
3.2 System 2: Score conditioned training (ST)
The ST architecture expands on the SC by combining
the acoustic features xt with the speaker verification
score st into one 41-dimensional feature vector x̂t =
[xt , st ]. The system is then trained using these features
to directly produce Personal VAD class probabilities
– non-speech, non-target speaker speech and targetspeaker speech: zt = [ztns , ztntss , zttss ]. This system is
expected to perform better than the SC, as it learns to
infer the output probabilities from the input rather than
using a set-in-stone transformation function as in 3.1.
3.3 System 3: Embedding conditioned training (ET)
The ET architecture represents the desired solution
of the personal voice activity detection problem, as
it does not require a speaker verification system at
runtime, making it a very lightweight solution. This
architecture combines the target speaker’s enrollment
embedding etarget with the acoustic features into one
296-dimensional feature vector: x̂t = [xt , etarget ].
This system is expected to learn the relationship
between the input acoustic features and the target embedding, distilling this knowledge for classification
purposes.

3.4 System 4: Score and embedding conditioned training (SET)
The last Personal VAD architecture combines the characteristics of the previous two systems. The system input consists of the acoustic features, the target speaker
embedding as well as the speaker verification score for
the current frame, giving us a 297-dimensional input
feature vector: x̂t = [xt , st , etarget ]. Even though that it
is expected that this architecture will provide the best
results of the four, it still requires a running speaker
verification model at runtime, so that the frame scoring
can be performed.
3.5 Loss functions
Because personal VAD represents a ternary classification problem, it is possible to train the model by minimizing the following cross-entropy loss, (also known
as the softmax loss):
Lce (y, z) = − log

exp(zy )
,
∑k exp(zk )

(2)

where z is the vector of pre-softmax network outputs
for each class, y denotes the index of the target label,
zy denotes the system’s output for the target class and
zk denotes the system’s output for the k-th class.
The Personal VAD paper [1] also proposes the use
of a new loss function, the weighted pairwise loss,
which allows issuing different weights to each class
pair. In doing so, confusion errors between certain
classes can have a lesser impact on the system’s performance:

Lwpl (y, z) = −Ek6=y w<k,y> · log

exp(zy )
exp(zy ) + exp(zk )


,

(3)
where w<k,y> is the weight between classes k and y.
By setting the weight of <ns,ntss> to a smaller value
than <tss,ntss> or <ns,tss>, the system should focus more on distinguishing the target speaker’s speech
from the other two classes, more so than preoccupying
itself with <ns,ntss> confusion errors.

4. Creating the dataset
In order to train the system, it was necessary to find
a dataset that would:
1. contain enrollment utterances for each speaker
to extract their embedding vectors,
2. consist of utterances, where speakers would be
taking turns.

For this purpose, the publicly available LibriSpeech
[10] dataset was used and modified to contain speaker
turns.
The LibriSpeech dataset is a corpus of roughly
980 hours of recorded read English speech and contains speech utterances of 2484 different speakers, with
on average 25 – 30 minutes of speech per speaker in
the main three subcorpuses.
4.1 Generating training and testing data
To simulate speaker turns, n utterances are randomly
chosen, each coming from a different speaker. The
parameter n comes from a uniform distribution:
n ∼ Uniform(1, 3).
These randomly chosen utterances are then concatenated, as are their ground truth annotations obtained from [11] originally extracted using the Montreal Forced Aligner [12]. Additionally, one of the
speakers present in the resulting utterance is chosen
and marked as the target.
Using this method, approximately 140 thousand
concatenated utterances from 2338 different speakers were generated for the training dataset. All these
utterances come from the 100-hour, 360-hour, and 500hour LibriSpeech subsets respectively and no utterance
was used twice. The testing set was obtained using
the dev and test LibriSpeech subsets, totaling at
around 5500 concatenated utterances from 146 different speakers.
The training and testing sets are completely disjoint both in terms of used utterances and in terms of
speakers. Both sets were augmented to four times their
original size using the approach described in section
4.2.
4.2 Data augmentation
One of the requirements for a quality voice activity
detection system is its ability to perform well even
in acoustically challenging environments, including
different reverberation conditions and high levels of
background noise. Therefore it is desirable to augment
the training data to match these potential conditions so
that the model can learn to account for them.
To augment the data, the MUSAN [13] corpus was
used along with a set of room impulse responses from
[14]. The augmentation strategy used in this work is
similar to [15]. Each clean concatenated utterance is
replicated three times using:
1. Reverb – a room impulse response is chosen
randomly and applied to the clean utterance.

2. Noise – random background noises are added
to the clean track at one-second intervals, at
volumes ranging from 0 to 15 dB SNR.
3. Music – an instrumental music piece is chosen
randomly from MUSAN and added to the clean
utterance at volumes ranging from 5 to 15 dB
SNR.
The augmentation strategy is the same for both the
training and the testing data, enlarging both datasets to
four times their original size.

5. Experiments
All four architectures were implemented using the PyTorch2 toolkit and trained on the augmented dataset
described in section 4.1. For data augmentation, the
Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [16] was used. During
training, the Adam optimizer was used with a scheduled learning rate, ranging from 1 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−5 .
The computational resources necessary for training the
models were kindly provided by MetaCentrum3 .
To evaluate the system performance, the average
precision (AP) metric was used for each individual
class. AP corresponds to the area under the precisionrecall curve for different classification thresholds. Afterwards, mean average precision (mAP) was computed over all classes, adopting the micro-mean4 approach to account for class imbalance.
5.1 Comparing the architectures
After training, each individual system was evaluated
using the previously unseen testing dataset described in
4. All evaluation experiments were run both for clean
speech only and for the whole augmented validation
dataset. The results can be seen in Table 1.
It is apparent that the ST, ET, and SET architectures outperform the SC baseline system in all aspects
except the AP for the ns class. That being said, the
most important statistic for the personal VAD task is
the AP score for the tss class, as, during inference,
both the non-speech and non-target speaker speech
frames will be discarded.
The SET architecture has outperformed both the
ST and the ET architectures in this aspect, achieving an
AP score of 0.960 for clean and 0.934 for augmented
tss.
The ET architecture, although it does not use frame
scoring for classification and relies solely on the target speaker embedding, reached an AP score of 0.938
2 https://pytorch.org/
3 https://metavo.metacentrum.cz/
4 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
metrics.average_precision_score.html

Architecture Loss

ns
SC – baseline 0.948
ST
0.932
ET
CE 0.936
SET
0.929
ET
WPL 0.931

Clean
ntss tss
0.845 0.864
0.913 0.913
0.946 0.938
0.961 0.960
0.952 0.946

mAP
0.825
0.914
0.942
0.957
0.947

ns
0.915
0.889
0.897
0.889
0.893

Augmented
ntss tss
0.775 0.811
0.855 0.857
0.925 0.916
0.937 0.934
0.931 0.924

mAP
0.796
0.857
0.918
0.929
0.923

Table 1. Average precision score comparison of different personal VAD architectures for clean and augmented

speech. Class labels: ns for non-speech, ntss for non-target speaker speech and tss for target speaker speech.
CE is the cross-entropy loss, WPL denotes the weighted pairwise loss.
for clean and 0.916 for augmented tss, even outperforming the ST model in this comparison. This shows,
that frame scoring is not necessary to achieve good
classification results and that this lightweight model
represents a viable option for a personal VAD system.
The ST architecture ended up falling behind both
the ET and the SET architectures, reaching only 0.914
mAP for clean and 0.857 mAP for the augmented
speech set. One of the reasons may be the poor adaptation of the used speaker verification system for streaming frame-level inference. This aspect is further explored in section 5.2.
The ET architecture was also trained using the
weighted pairwise loss, with weight values for <tss,
ns> and <tss, ntss> pairs set to 1.0 and the weight
for <ns, ntss> set to 0.5. Other <ns, ntss> weight
values were explored, but the value of 0.5 ended up
showing best performance, improving the AP score
for tss by 0.8% absolute. This indicates that the
weighted pairwise loss indeed has a positive (albeit
rather marginal) effect on the system’s ability to detect
tss. The results can be seen in the last row of Table
1.
5.2 About frame scoring...
In the previous section, all experiments featuring the
SC, ST, and SET architectures used the frame-level
speaker verification scoring approach suggested by [1].
However, as it was previously established, the speaker
verification system used to extract d-vectors from the
input features was trained to produce one embedding
vector based on a sliding window of 160 frames with
an arbitrary overlap between the individual windows.
Just to reiterate, the baseline scoring approach used
in the previous experiments required the d-vector extractor to be adapted for continuous frame-level inference, producing one embedding vector for each
individual frame.
I decided to deviate from the original paper’s direction in this experiment and tried altering the manner
in which the input frames are scored. Both methods
I tried required me to refrain from the original pure

streaming frame-level inference of the personal VAD
in the sense that the speaker verification scores are
now calculated from window-level embedding vectors,
as depicted in Fig. 1. The length of the sliding window is 160 frames and the step between the individual
windows is 40 frames.
Now the two scoring approaches are the following:
1. Extract window-level d-vectors. One embedding vector is obtained for each sliding window
position. Compute the scores for the extracted
embeddings and span the scores across the utterance. The result is a constant score value for
each 40 frames in between the adjacent embedding vectors.
2. Extract the d-vectors in the same manner, but instead of leaving the score value constant for each
40 frames, linearly interpolate the adjacent score
values within the 40 frame step window. This
is to simulate the “movement” in the speaker
verification scores if the scores were computed
for each frame individually.
An illustration of how these two scoring methods look
in comparison to the baseline approach can be seen in
Fig. 2.
Both scoring method alterations led to significant
performance improvements for both clean and noisy
speech as seen in Table 2, where the three scoring
variants are compared. The ST architecture is used
for the comparison. With tss AP scores of 0.979 for
clean and 0.953 for augmented speech, the partiallyconstant scoring method outperforms every other presented architecture and even surpasses the 0.970/0.938
(clean/augmented) AP scores for tss of the most powerful SET architecture presented in [1].
The reason for this improvement is that the dvector extractor indeed does benefit from working with
limited context windows, resetting its LSTM state every time a new d-vector is extracted. This in turn
results in d-vectors, whose discriminative properties
are much better than those of the d-vectors extracted
by the baseline frame-level approach.

Scoring method

ns
Frame-level, baseline
0.932
Window-level, partially constant 0.931
Window-level, linearly interpolated 0.927

Clean
ntss tss
0.913 0.913
0.977 0.979
0.972 0.972

Augmented
mAP ns ntss tss
0.914 0.889 0.855 0.857
0.972 0.888 0.950 0.953
0.967 0.889 0.944 0.947

mAP
0.857
0.942
0.937

Table 2. Performance comparison of different frame scoring methods, each used in conjunction with the ST

architecture.
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Figure 2. An exemplary comparison of the three scoring methods. Blue and orange areas denote tss and
ntss segments, respectively.

Both these scoring alterations require even more
computational resources than the baseline method, as
each frame is processed up to four times to obtain
window-level embeddings. This process however can
easily be parallelized and for applications, where resources are not as limited, it can be a useful way of
making the target speaker speech detection more robust.

6. Conclusions
In this work, I implemented and evaluated four different LSTM-based real-time target speaker voice activity
detection models proposed by [1], each using a different set of input features to draw the system’s attention
to the speech of a target speaker. The architectures
were trained on an augmented version of a 960-hour
set of concatenated utterances, generated from the LibriSpeech dataset to simulate speaker turns.
The most powerful SET architecture achieved an
average precision (AP) score of 0.960 and 0.934 for
clean and augmented target speaker speech respectively. The most lightweight ET architecture trained
with the custom weighted pairwise loss also shows
good results, achieving 0.946 and 0.924 AP for clean
and augmented target speaker speech respectively, indicating potential usefulness for scenarios, where computational resources are limited.
Additionally, I propose two alterations to the base-

line frame scoring method, both outperforming the
original method, the better of the two raising the AP
score for target speaker speech by 6.6% absolute for
clean and by 9.6% absolute for augmented speech.
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